What do you know?
Colorado Kids: September 3
1. Which of these is incorrect, according to the article?
q. Bar Mitzvahs are for boys and Bat Mitzvahs are for girls.
r. You only have to learn to read the Torah if you are having a Bat Mitzvah.
s. Bar Mitzvahs and Bat Mitzvahs traditionally happen slightly different ages.
t. all of the above
2. With which of these statements would Katherine Gagner most likely agree?
k. The Jean Lunning Loop Trail is a great place to ride your bike.
g. The Jean Lunning Loop Trail is beautiful and not a very difficult hike.
r. The Jean Lunning Loop Trail is one of the best hiking trails in Utah.
y. all of the above
3. Which of these could you guess is correct, even though Ema Perak didn’t actually say so?
u. The arrows from the Hyperstrike are soft-tipped and won’t hurt you.
e. The Hyperstrike costs about $30.
x. The Hyperstrike says it’s for 14 and up, but younger people might like it, too.
i. all of the above
4. What is the purpose of the X-37B spaceplane?
n. It is a military weapon.
d. It will be used to take astronauts to Mars.
a. The Air Force isn’t exactly saying.
o. all of the above
5. Why did Hitler want to have Germany host the Olympics in 1936?
a. To show off Germany as a strong, successful country.
c. To get good television ratings and make money.
o. To create good feelings among the nations of the world.
e. all of the above
6. Which of these is true about the fires in the Amazon forest?
d. People suspect that they were started by businesses that want to use the land for other purposes.
t. Even if they are put out soon, it will take a long time for the rainforest to be fully restored.
f. Other countries have offered Brazil help in controlling the fires.
j. all of the above

Fill in the letters to the correct answers above to solve this puzzler:
Though cougars are often called “panthers,”
this is the only real panther in North and
South America.

What do you think?

______ ______ ______ ______ ______ ______
6
5
2
3
4
1

Katherine Gagner suggests you unplug and go enjoy nature. When you go for a hike, do you leave your
phone off, bring it just in case or use it to help look up things and navigate as you walk?

Proofreading:

There are five errors in this passage. Can you find them all? Correct each mistake in the space above it.

James Naismith invented basket ball in 1891 at a YMCA training school in
massachusetts, and his student’s went on to manage YMCA centers around the
glob, bringing basket ball with them.
Summarize the story:

Use three sentences to tell about the X-37B.

1.

2.

3.

Look it up!

Frederick Douglass was a hero of the anti-slavery movement. For each of these abolitionist heroes, tell
where they were born and the years that they lived. We’ve done the first one for you.
Henry Highland Garnet		
Harriet Tubman
William Lloyd Garrison
Harriet Beecher Stowe
Charles Lennox Remond
George Washington Julian

New Market, Maryland			

1815-1882

